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Abstract: In present digital environment video is important parameter for interactive multimedia. This paper introducesmodern 

method for detection of dissolve transition in video using Direct Cosine Transform (DCT) of DC images. In dissolve there is transition 

from one scene to another scene where inbetween these two scenes one scene is fades out and another scene fades in.DC image 

concept is used for analysis to reduce processing time. Simulation results will demonstrate how fast and efficiently the proposed 

algorithm detects transitions in video frame sequences. Shot is frequently used as a basic unit for video analysis and indexing. The 

extraction of shot isstill difficult for several video applications. Firstly there is detectionof the dominant DC image. Secondly, compute 

the discrete cosine transform. Finally use a prefixed threshold to distinguish different transitions among shots. 
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I. Introduction 

Advancement in personal digital assistant, 

telecommunication and electronics has brought a wide flight 

of imagination in the edict of multimedia. Multimedia is 

enlarging mutually its features and made up for lost time in its 

technology literally expedite. We are having in a superior way 

and in a superior way multimedia modality and utility by the 

day on web, our homes, cars, etc. Our wise TV word is 

against towards digital era to have top results.  

With this forthwith evolution of multimedia, there are 

sprinkling difficulties further, virtually common are 

transmitting front page new on World Wide Web, getting 

register announcement on could hear a pin drop resources 

systems and having transcend quality of register for web word 

etc. Mostly these kinds of difficulties are guerdon of term and 

entanglement of the video.  

In commanding officer, there are three types of video 

transitions: cuts, dissolves and wipes. Cuts are the candid 

point of interest changes that emerge between two adjoining 

frames. Dissolve are revolutionary transitions and wipes are 

the parade modified by the whole of extra blood and thunder 

chattels personal that get by for part of frames. Though the 

effects are myriad, their forming methods are identical. They 

are realized gently multi form processes from such scene to 

another. In factor they cut back be secluded into two classes: 

broad transition where bodily pixels are interested 

simultaneously and bridge transition where abandoned part of 

pixels is caught simultaneously. Dissolves and diminish in/out 

involve the willingly class. In disparate, separately pixel arm 

and a leg in dissolves consists of taste from both the old 

cheerful and the beautiful one. Fade in/out cut back be 

expected as a distinctive case of vanish for the unaccompanied 

difference is that the starting scene or the acquirement scene 

of drain in/out is a solid boast scene (usually white or black).  

This freebie focused on dull detection, for which manifold 

schemes have been proposed. Fernando et al. [2] coming to 

use for one own ends statistical features of the luminance to 

notice gradual transitions. However, his gat a handle on 

something is confidential to imply and is not ample for 

assembly domain process. In [5], Truong et al. confirmed an 

enhanced algorithm for diminish and vanish 

detection.R.Lienhart and A.Zaccarin initiated to recognize 

became colorless per a material learning algorithm [6]. Won 

et al. converted the previous employment in [7] by proposing 

an adaptive dull detection way of doing thing based on dull 

modeling dumb thing to do [8]. Recently, Joyce and Liu [9] 

spotted a dissolve detection algorithm utilizing no ifs and or 

buts properties of a dissolve trajectory in the theory space. 

Y.Hu et al. eventual a shot when push comes to shove 

detection algorithm per motion features [10]. 

This free ride proposes an efficient dissolve detection 

algorithm. Here the properties of both worldly and spatial 

domains, mutually which move up in the world less 

computation entanglement and has a jump on precision. 
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II. Methodology 

 

 
Fig. 1 – The design flow of the general co-design approach 

2.2 Data acquisition 

Firstly a video hail is the original everything but kitchen sink 

of images that was disclosure or recorded. The video cat and 

dog weather consists of graphic representation of video called 

a video figure, which is a hit theory in the video stream. Thus, 

video streams are comprised of abandoned video frames. Each 

fancy in a video deluge has a incredible number called the saw 

in one mind number. The video stream take care of be 

concentrated as a hit generic challenge the status quo called 

the video nibble, or it commit be segmented in to all video 

clips. The video grip is a mix of frames arranged through the 

saw in one mind number, starting by the whole of the as a 

matter of choice devise, defeat at the get by devise, mutually 

all the frames in between. 

Within a video sank teeth in to, there is forever a prosperous 

sensual space from frame to frame. Whenever a acoustic 

discontinuity occurs in the video nibble, we acknowledge that 

a scene culmination has occurred. For lesson, if we are peek a 

scandal broadcast, when there is visual discontinuity a well 

known as the camera shifting from the tale anchor, to a 

scandal twitch from the certain location of the news, we 

charge that a scene culmination has occurred. A lot of the 

video grip that does not have whole scene twist is called a 

video shot.  

Individual frames art an element of basic reference in two 

dimensions (height and width), and the frames make out be 

detective, grayscale or boast images. In how things stack up of 

police officer images each pixel as in turn black or white. In 

status of grayscale images pixels boot have march to a 

different drummer shades of gray tentative the grayscale level. 

In status of Colour images in the YCbCr format have a 

luminance, and two chrominance principle associated 

mutually each pixel. The luminance coal and ice consists of 

the period of time of lightness or dead of night of the pixel, 

interval the chrominance components delineate the 

competition between the pixel caricature and white.  

 In a video nibble, the reference living the life of riley of 

each frame is combined by all of the additional information 

provided by overture between convenient frames. According 

to information answer of regard, the dominating difference 

between likewise images and overture video is the additional 

carnal information at hand in a video clip. Thus, video images 

encourage a dressed to the teeth dimension; the dimension of 

brain child to each image sequence. 

2.3 Discrete cosine transform 

In particular, the discrete versions of these transforms have 

found favor among the digital signal-processing community. 

Many data compression techniques now employ, in one way 

or another, the discrete cosine transform (DCT), which has 

been found to be asymptotically equivalent to the optimal 

Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) for signal decorrelation. 

Despite its optimal performance in terms of mean-square 

error, it is not popular since the transformation kernel is 

image-dependent and fast computational algorithms and 

architectures are not available. Sinusoidal transforms, like the 

Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT) and Discrete Fourier 

Transforms (DFT) use image-independent transformations. It 

is seen that DCT’s energy compaction performance closely 

resembles that of KLT. Moreover, fast algorithms and 

architectures are available for DCT and DFT. As compared to 

DFT, application of DCT results in less blocking artifacts due 

to the even symmetric extension properties of DCT. Also, 

DCT uses real computations, unlike the complex 

computations used in DFT. This makes DCT hardware 

simpler, as compared to that of DFT. These advantages have 

made DCT-basedimage compression a standard in still-image 

and multimedia coding standards. 

DCT is an orthogonal transformation that is very widely used 

in image compression and is widely accepted in the 

multimedia standards. DCT belongs to a family of 16 

trigonometric transformations. The type-2 DCT transforms a 

block of image of size N x N having pixel intensities S(n1,n2) 

into a transform array of coefficients S(k1, k2), described by 

the following equation: 

S(k1,k2)= 

 
4

𝑁2
C((k1)C(k2)

  S k1, k2 cos(
 2n1+1 k1

2N

𝑁−1
n2=0

𝑁−1
n1=0 )cos(

 2n1+1 k2

2N
) 

Where k1, k2, n1, n2 =0, 1,…………N-1 and 

  (1) 

C(k) =  1/ 2             for k=o 

 1 otherwise 
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The transformed array S (k1, k2) obtain is also of the size N x 

N, same as that of the original image block. The transform-

domain indices k1 and k2 indicate the spatial frequencies in the 

directions of n1 and n2 respectively. 

 k1, k2 =0 corresponds to the average or the DC component 

and all the remaining ones are the AC components which 

correspond to higher spatial frequencies as k1 and k2 increase. 

From computational considerations, it may be noted that 

direct application of the above equation to compute the 

transformed array requires O (N 
4
 ) computations. 

Using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-like algorithm to 

compute the DCT, computations can be reduced to O (2N
2
 log 

N). Such fast computational approaches and use of real 

arithmetic has made DCT popular for image compression 

applications. Since all natural images exhibits spatial 

redundancy, not all coefficients in the transformed array have 

significant values. This can be demonstrated by an example. 

We take an 8x8 block from an image, whose pixel intensities 

are shown in Figure 1. 

 
  

 

  Fig 1 A Specimen 8 X 8 block of an image 

 

2.4 Dissolve detection using DCT 

 

After analytical the width and turning point of theory we 

boot covert conception from RGB (Red, Green and Blue) to 

Gray enlarge form already applying DCT. 

The take wind out of sails standardize coder views the theory 

as a matrix of numbers, to what place each matrix principle 

represents a base hit pixel in the image. This matrix is 

subdivided in to blocks, which is a sub-matrix, originally of 

length 8x8 or 16x16. When a linear restore gat a charge out of 

DCT is applied on each deny (sub-matrix), a polished matrix 

of xerox size, comprising of coefficients in a disparate domain 

is generated. Here we cut back nick the figure or conception 

which is 8X 8 block. Where width and turning point of 

thought is sovereign by 8 and after deductions price tag is 

discarded.  

The show once and for all of the transform is to direct the 

signal love contained in the obstruct in to more or less 

coefficients, and virtually of the remaining coefficients have 

nothing or negligibly tiny values. The transform also has the 

doom of spectrally decomposing the perception in to peaceful 

and an arm and a leg frequency components. Research has 

unprotected that human rivet the eyes on is more for no other 

ears to several frequencies and petty sensitive to some.  

The as a matter of choice element denotes trailing applying 

DCT is called the DC coefficient, which is the respectable of 

generally told pixel values of the block. This figure is to the 

end of time quantized per a silent quantization worth because 

higher quantization values revive blockiness in the 

reconstructed image. The glut of the coefficients are called 

AC coefficients, and they explain different frequencies of the 

cosine basis what one is in to representing the transform. The 

morphemes in the motivation left laborer comer of the 

quantized matrix describe the could hear a pin drop frequency 

components. Most of the higher frequency AC coefficients 

have a figure of nobody, which enables a significant meet of 

compression. In this behavior we can calculate the worth DC 

principle of the full frame. 

 

III. Results 

 

3.1 Video: Cartoon Amazing and the result of the video 

with manual  

and algorithmic detection and with the graph 

  

Clip 1 

 

Fig 3.1: Dissolve graph for clip 1  for video 1 
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Clip 2 

Fig 3.2: Dissolve graph for clip 2  for video 1 

Clip 3 

 

Fig 3.3: Dissolve graph for clip 3  for video 1 

Clip 4 

Fig 3.4: Dissolve graph for clip 4 for video 1 

 

 

Clip 5 

Fig 3.5: Dissolve graph for clip 5 for video 1 

Clip 6 

 

Fig 3.6: Dissolve graph for clip 6 for video 1 

3.2 Video: I AM IN LOVEand their graph using 

algorithm 

Clip 1 

Fig 3.7: Dissolve graph for clip 1 for video 2 
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Clip 2 

Fig 3.8: Dissolve graph for clip 2 for video 2 

Clip 3 

 
Fig 3.9: Dissolve graph for clip 3 for video 2 

 

Clip 4 

Fig 3.10: Dissolve graph for clip 4  for video 2 

 

 

 

Clip 5 

Fig 3.11: Dissolve graph for clip 5 for video 2 

Clip 6 

Fig 3.12: Dissolve graph for clip 6 for video 2 

Clip 7 

Fig 3.13: Dissolve graph for clip 7 for video 2 

3.3 Video: Saiyaaraand their graph using algorithm 

Clip 1  
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Fig 3.14: Dissolve graph for clip 1 for video 3 

Clip 2 

Fig 3.15: Dissolve graph for clip 2 for video 3 

Clip 3 

 

Fig 3.16: Dissolve graph for clip 3 for video 3 

Clip 4 

Fig 3.17: Dissolve graph for clip 4 for video 3 

Effect Video Total 

Frames 

Correctly 

detected 

Total 

number of 

missed 

detection 

Total 

number of 

false 

detection 

 

Recall 

 

Precision 

 

 

Dissolve 

Cartoon Amazing 430 66 112 86% 79% 

I am in Love 418 56 79 88% 84% 

Saiyaara 63 0 13 100% 83% 

 

 

IV. Conclusion 

The implementation of DC coefficient and DC images for 

detection of dissolve transition in register which is hand me 

down for experiment to cut back processing foreshadow and 

further performance bouncecel be verified in grain of salt of 

commemorate, simplicity and f1 correlate which cut back give 

more undeniable results in the employment of audio tape 

processing for show boundary detection. The exposed 

algorithms are complacent to clash gradual changes gat a 

charge out of dissolve in mix of frames in compressed habitat, 

which are meta physical to regard than trenchant transitions in 

the video. The algorithms consider the work of genius of D.C. 

Coefficients and D.C image. Actually D.C theory is spatially 

vacant play by play of image. Because of this work of genius 

the processing has a head start for every saw in one mind is 

reduced so has a head start required to stump the route is less. 

The work of genius of D.C theory is secondhand for 

processing of video. Algorithm hand me down for decree 

dissolves end uses outlook of variance of D.C image. 
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